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ABSTRACT 
 

Gwalior is a major city of Madhya Pradesh with a few 
salient features which projects the image of Gwalior in a 
different way. As we observed it seems like a big town rather 
than a city. On concentrating past and present development of 
Gwalior it is observed that Gwalior is lacking behinds due to 
various factors which include socio- economic and cultural 
factors, poor infrastructure development and urban imagibility, 
inefficient land use planning and enforcement of bylaws. 
                     The growth of vehicle population in Gwalior is 
alarming, due to mismanagement of vehicles on road and 
parking spaces. Inadequate road spaces and poor infrastructure 
makes the condition worse. Public transport system is again 
insufficient and this is forcing to the commuters to use their 
personalized vehicle. The economic activities are congregating 
and intensifying in the Gwalior as a result of which a large 
number of passenger and goods transport vehicle visited the city 
daily. The situation need for adequate parking facilities and 
appropriate management, if the activities of Gwalior are to 
sustain. In this paper we carried out to assess the parking demand 
and available space in Gwalior urban area.  
 
Key Words: ECS (Equivalent Car Space), PCU (Passenger Car 
Unit), Parking Demand, Parking Duration and Parking 
Management. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION  
 

Gwalior is one of the small city of 
central India with a population of over 25 lac 
& is observed to be growing at the rate of 

5% percent per decade. The city of Gwalior 
very well known by the name of ‘Scindhias’, 
having some tourist spot also. Major portion 
of economic activities of the city are located 
at old areas of the town as ‘Tri-Nodal’ 
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structure namely Lashkar, Hazira and Morar. 
The economic activities in the form of 
wholesale trade, commerce, house hold 
industries, administration and tourist spots 
generates heavy traffic to and from these 
areas. The limited road space of the area is 
congested with vehicular and pedestrian 
traffic. The shopkeepers and venders also 
occupy the sidewalks and carriageways. 
Consequently the traffic in these areas is 
facing acute congestion, bottlenecks and 
road hazards. 
            Parking demand in Gwalior city 
mainly old commercial areas is met mainly 
by roadside parking along all major roads 
and there is no major off- Street parking 
facilities with the ever increasing parking 
demand. The vehicles are parked in multi 
rows parallel on carriageways while there is 
heavy demand for parking the limited 
enforcement of regulatory measures and bad 
driving habits of commuters fail to control 
and manage the parking problem. We 
restrict the scope of study to selected market 
places like Sarafa Bazar, Bada rotary, Dal 
Bazar, Morar Market and Hazira Market. 
 

             Examples of parking management 
include the following. Many of these are 
only suited to workplaces and to other 
organizations where travelers are regular and 
whose identity is known to management: 
• You need to buy a permit or daily ticket 

and display it in your car to park.  
• Access to and egress from the car park 

is controlled by barriers which operate 
with identity cards, permits and paid 
tickets. 

• Car parks are divided into certain types 
of space. The most common example is 
where some spaces for staff and spaces 
for visitors, where staff spaces operate 
on a first-come, first-served basis, but 

visitor spaces are booked, to ensure that 
they get a space. Other car parks may 
reserve or guarantee spaces for car- 
poolers, for staff who travel by car on 
business a great deal, or use their car to 
travel between sites, or simply on the 
basis of seniority. Others may have on 
area where spaces are guaranteed, and 
another where there is a first-come, first-
served operation and charges for permits 
are much greater for a guaranteed space. 

• Permits to park are rationed and then 
apportioned on some basis of ‘user 
need’ e.g. how easy it is for a site user to 
travel to work by public transport, 
whether the site user has childcare 
responsibilities  and so on – or similar 
according to when an employee started 
working for an organization.   

 

Some form of enforcement is a pre-
requisite for any of the above to work 
properly. If there is no enforcement, they 
will fall into disrepute. 
            The legal ability to enforce 
regulations on private land varies from 
country to country and so you should check 
this carefully for your particular situation 
before developing your plans for parking 
management. It is also worth noting that if 
your main concern is to reduce parking 
demand to a manageable level then it is 
fairer and more effective to charge on a daily 
basis, as this will then influence people’s 
travel choices every day – when it is 
important for them to drive to the site they 
will do so and pay to park, and when it is 
less important, they will use another mode of 
transport with a fixed-cost monthly or 
annual permit the incentive is obviously to 
use the permit as much as possible (the more 
days a permit is used, the lower the average 
daily rate). 
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In this paper we disuses some points for 
parking management as given: 
(i)  What can parking management achieve? 
(ii)  How do I implement parking manage-

ment and what will it cost me? 
 
(i)  What can parking management 
achieve?  

Parking management only works if 
there is nowhere else to park nearby (within 
a 15-20 minute walk for a workplace, but 
less for shops or entertainment). Assuming 
that this is the case, then parking 
management can: 
  
• Reduce car use to your site: Even 

relatively small amount can be charged 
by the car owner to reduce demand of 
parking space.  

• Solve parking problems: A reduction in 
demand will obviously reduce pressure 
on existing parking supply and give 
"breathing space" to  change the way in 
which existing parking is allocated. 

• Annoy people a lot less than you might 
expect. Whilst parking charges  are 
never popular before they are 
introduced, afterwards most people  
accept them, especially where the 
benefits of charges are obvious (e.g. it 
becomes easier to find a parking      
space as a result of charging, or because 
car parks are more secure because the       
revenue is spent on  improving security). 
  

(ii)  Implementation parking management 
and its cost?  
 

  Implementing parking management 
is not easy, nor popular, but nor is it 
impossible: many organizations have done 
so. Rye and Ison (2005) carried out research 
on organizations where parking management 

has been introduced the overcoming barriers 
to the implementation of car and others 
types Vehicle.  
  
• Good communication of changes and 

reasons for them.  
• Site users know and understand the 

parking management measures.  
• Site users perceive a benefit  
• Parking charges and other regulations 

are related to the scale of the problem. 
• Alternative transport modes are 

available, to a good standard.  
• Revenue is used fairly and transparently. 
• Parking regulations are enforced 

consistently and fairly.  
• Enforcement is not excessive and related 

to seriousness of the offence.  
 

Many researches had studied such 
cases. Enoch (2002) studied parking cash-
out experience and lessons. Reddy and 
Jaligal (2003) obtained the result for parking 
management strategy for Jaipur. Rye and 
Ison (2005) gave overcoming barriers to the 
implementation of car parking charges. 
 

2.  FIELD STUDY 
 

 With a view to assess the existing 
parking demand, parking supply, traffic 
volume and traffic speed on road of study 
area and related data was collected by 
carrying related data was collected by 
carrying out field surveys namely 
(i) Traffic volume survey analysis 
(ii)  Users surveys 
(iii)  Traffic speed and delay analysis 
(iv) Parking duration & accumulation 

analysis 
(v) Inventory of regulatory measures of 

parking 
(vi) Inventory of parking spaces 
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(i) Traffic volume Survey: 
 This survey was carried out between 
0900hours and 1300hours and between 
1600hours and 2000 hours on a normal 
working day at mid-block locations of 
different road sections.  
 
(ii) User Survey:  
 Both 2-wheeler and 4-wheeler users 
were interviewed on sampling basis to 
obtain the data on socio-economic 
characteristics, purpose of trip, origin of trip, 
duration of parking, time needed to walk to 
the final destination & problem faced while 
parking. 
 
(iii) Traffic speed and delay analysis: 
 Speed and delay studies were 
conducted on all major road sections to 
obtain the average journey speed and its 
delays during the 0900hours and 1300hours 
and between 1600hours and 2000 hours. 
 
(iv) Parking Survey: 
 
 These surveys were carried out to 
assess the parking demand, parking 
characteristics, parking accumulation and 
duration for the parking area. 
 

(v) Inventory of regulation & control:  
 The inventory of regulation & 
control measures that are in vogue have been 
identified and the prevailing enforcement 
measures have been studied through field 
inspection. 
 
(vi) Inventory of off-street parking 
facilities: 
 Inventory of available off-street 
parking facilities in the vicinity of the study 
used has been carried out. This included the 
assessment of the available spaces & their 
effectiveness as parking lots. 
 
3.  TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS:  
 
 We analyzed the data to understand 
the nature and magnitude of the traffic 
problems & parking characteristics. These 
aspects of traffic are discussed below: 
 
(i) Traffic Volume: 
 The road sections in the study area 
are found to carry traffic not only 
terminating to the activities located in the 
study area but also to other areas (through 
traffic), the peak hour traffic and 
composition presented in the Table – 1.     

 

Table: 1 Peak hour Traffic Flow 

 
Road 

Composition of Flow (%) 
 

 
Hourly Flow 

(Nos.) Peak 
Hour 

2 
wheeler 

3  
wheeler 

Car/ 
Jeep 

Goods 
Vehicle  

Bus/ Mini 
Bus 

Cycle Animal 
Driven 

Sarafa 
Bazar 

1800-
1900 

60 05 15 03 02 10 05 4000 

Bada 
Rotary 

1800-
1900 

40 05 15 05 05 20 02 8500 

Hazira 
Market 

1100-
1200 

55 02 10 15 03 10 05 5000 

Morar 
Market 

1600-
1700 

45 03 10 10 02 15 05 4500 

Dal 
Bazar 

1500-
1600 

35 05 05 20 05 10 20 3000 
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From Table 1 show that the traffic volume ranges from 1000 vehicles / hr. to 2500 vehicles / 
hr. The maximum flow was observed on ‘Bada rotary’. The domination of motorized 
vehicles indicates the use of personalized mode of transport. The use of NMT (Non 
Motorized Transport) modes is mostly used for goods transport and labour class workers. 
Dal bazaar & Hazira market maximum percentage of NMT traffic (more than 25%). 
 
(ii) Parking Accumulation: 
 
 The peak parking demand of 
vehicles on selected road sections is 
presented in Table – 2. Vehicle parked in 
the study area comprised two-wheelers, cars, 
auto, cycles and hand /carts, amongst these 
two wheelers and cycles were dominant. 

S. No. Type of Vehicle (per vehicle) ECS 

1 1 Car 1.00 ECS 

2. 1 Two Wheeler 0.25 ECS 

3. 1 Auto 0.80 ECS 

4. 1 Cycle 0.25 ECS 

5. 1 Animal Driven Cart 1.20 ECS 

6. 1 truck 2.00 ECS 

 
Equivalent Car Space (ECS) and Vehicle 

 
Road 2-Wheeler Car/ Jeep Auto Cycle Animal 

Driven 
Total 

Sarafa Bazar 680 (170) 100 (100) 15 (12) 200 (50) 05 (06) 1000 (338) 
Bada Rotary 550 (138) 150 (150) 60 (48) 150 (38) 40 (48) 950 (402) 

Hazira Market 250 (063) 050 (050) 25 (20) 125 (32) 50 (60) 500 (225) 
Morar Market 200 (050) 025 (025) 25 (20) 150 (38) 50 (60) 450 (183) 
Dal Bazar 150 (038) 025 (025) 25 (20) 100 (25) 50 (60) 350 (168) 

 Total  1346 
 

Table: 2 Types of Vehicle (Number of Vehicles & ECS) 
 

  
 The peak hour parking demand for 
the entire study area in terms of Equivalent 
Car Space (ECS) was worked out to be 
1346.  

 
       The hourly variations in terms of the 
vehicles parked on different road sections 
are shown in Fig. - 1, and it can be observed 
that the accumulation reaches maximum 
during 900hr to 1200hrs. and declines 
gradually during 1200hrs to 1400hrs and 
1400hrs to 1600hrs and declines gradually 
during and again increase 1600hrs to 
2000hrs. 
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Fig. – 1 ‘Hourly Variation of Vehicle parked on 
Road ’ 
 

Observation of parking of the cars 
and two-wheelers in the study area has been 
analyzed and cumulative percentage of cars 
and two-wheelers parked for different time 
duration are presented in fig. – 2 
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Fig. -2 ‘Relation between percentages of Vehicle and parking Duration’ 

 
It can be seen from the fig. – 2 that the 80% 
of cars and 75% of two – wheeler are parked 
for less than one hour. 60% of cars and 55% 
of two wheelers were parked for less than 
half hr. The parking duration of two 
wheelers is observed to be more than that of 
cars. Those is because of the share of 2-
wheeler commuters is larger than four-
wheelers. 
 
(iii) Trip Origin:  
            The analysis of the data relating 
to the place of origin of the parker, 

visiting the study area, revealed that the 
Bada area from all parts of the city. 
Trips are also attracted from far off 
places like Bhind, Morena, Datia, and 
Dabra, thus indicating that the Gwalior 
city continues to be the main centre for 
wholesale and retail trade. Hazira 
market, Morar market and Dal Bazar 
attract most of the trip within the city 
and surrounding villages. 

 
S. No. Road Space Curb Side 

Parking 
On Road 
Parking 

Off Street 
Parking Lots 

No 
Parking 
Zone 

1. 
 

Sarafa  Bazar √ √ × × 

2. 
 

Bada  Rotary √ √ √ (*) √ 

3. 
 

Hazira Market × √ × × 

4. 
 

Morar Market × √ × × 

5. 
 

Dal  Bazar √ √ × × 

 

Table: 3 Matrix of Parking Spaces 

(*) Only designated ‘on street parking’ space available as paid parking for two wheelers and 
four Wheelers to counter acute problem of parking 
(*) Very few ‘off street parking’ lots available in the vicinity of the any study area. 
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(iv) Existing Parking Supply: 
 As per the Table of the parking 
spaces, survey has been conducted to 
calculate the available parking in terms of 
ECS in the study area. The total 
accommodation of vehicle is 861 ECS. The 
area wise details of the ECS are presented in 
Table: 4. 

S. No. Road Space Parking Supply (ECS) 

1. Sarafa Bazar 254 

2. Bada Rotary 316 

3. Hazira Market 112 

4. Morar Market 095 

5. Dal Bazar 084 

 Total 861 ECS 

Table: 4 Existing Parking Supply within  
Study Area 

Parking Deficiency can be calculated as 
given below: 
 

[(Parking Demand) – (Parking Supply)] = Parking Deficiency 
 

              [(1346)        –         (861)]    =                  485 ECS 
 

(v) Projection of parking Demand: 
 The growth in parking demand is 
directly related to growth in activities 
located in the study areas coupled with 
increasing ‘vehicle ownership’ )( 0X in the 

city besides ‘economic status’ )( 1X of the 
people visiting the area and the growth 
levels in the ‘trade and commerce’ 

)( 2X which is the main activity in the study 
area is considered for parking demand 
projection. 

1 20 1 2

........... ( )
mi i

r r r

m

r i i r
i i

PD G X G X G X

G X PD X G
=

≥ + +

+ + ≥ ∑
    

                                                      (1) 
 Where m is finite demand and we 
are present PD is parking Demand and Gr is 
Growth Rate. 

where X is Contributing factors  which lies 
under and we take others types of factors as 
below mentioned. 
 
X0    =   Vehicle Ownership 
X1     =   Trade and Commerce 
X2     =   Economic Status (per Capital Income)     

 
 As per Equation (1) parking demand 
(PD) always be more than sum of all factors, 
responsible to increase/ contribute in growth 
of parking because of certain following 
reasons: 
� Inadequate infrastructure development  
� Large time gap between assessment of 
parking status / No. of vehicles and supply 
of parking lots. 
� Vibrant socio-cultural aspects (i.e. 
festive seasons) does contribute to increase 
the parking demand in any Indian city which 
is having well designed parking. 

 
(vi) Capacity Augmentation:  
 
 The open spaces available in the 
vicinity of the study area are identified for 
developing off-street parking facilities. 
There is no scope of parking at multistoried 
level and underground level. Only surface 
parking is available at small patches of open 
land, because there is no open land to 
provide surface off-street parking. After 
taking into account the space for entry, exit 
and circulation surface off street parking can 
accommodate spaces for 100 ECS only.            
                   The projected parking demand 
for 2020 AD is 1232 ECS (for cars and 2-
wheelers only) of which the present demand 
of 809 ECS is available for 2-wheelers and 
cars through management strategy and 
pricing for parking space. 
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* Excluding 3-wheelers, cycle, animal driven vehicle etc. 
 

The remaining demand of 423 ECS is much higher that the additional space created through 
surface off-street parking space which is nearly 100 ECS. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

 The present demand can be met by 
levying parking fee. The projected parking 
demand has to be met by creating off-street 
parking facilities and by encouraging the use 
of ‘Public transport system’ so that the 
number of personalized transport mode 
could be minimize. The parking demand for 
the study area is 1346 ECS and more than on 
third ECS (485 ECS) is in deficiency. The 
parking space available can cope up with 
only two-third (861 ECS) of the present 
demand. It is clear that by streamlining the 
existing parking facilities and implementing 
appropriate parking and management 
policies could provide better facilities for the 
user and at the same time reduce the burden 
on local administration. The scope of the 
present study can be more generalized with 
the certain consideration.   
� to assess the parking demand with 

characteristics of the parking area, 
� to assess the traffic operating conditions 

of the road towards parking area, 
� to explore the possibilities of 

augmenting the parking area, 
� to develop parking management 

schemes and policies in order to meet 
the parking requirement.  
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